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‘W hatiswork and whatisheat’isre-investigated from the perspective ofsecond law oftherm o-

dynam ics. Itis shown that the inevitable consequence ofsecond law oftherm odynam icsand spin

conservation necessitates the possible generation ofzero spin photon in pair production process,

and itssubsequentdecay explains the birth ofneutrino and antineutrino. The proposed neutrino-

genesis, solves m any riddles of physics and universe. The riddles considered and explained are

about: (i) m ysterious neutrino (and antineutrino) and its bizarre properties such as handed-ness

and parity-violation,(ii)questionableasym m etry/ excessofm atteroverantim atter,(iii)possibility

ofexistenceofantim atterworld and (iv)parity (P)violation and aspectsofCP and CPT violation

orrestoration in the universe.

PACS num bers:23.20.R a,14.60.Lm ,98.80.-k,11.30.Er

I. IN T R O D U C T IO N

Science has progressed a lot, but leaves severalun-

solved riddleshereand there.Any convincing ‘Proposal’

even at the levelof‘hypothesis’,which solves som e of

the riddles,should be welcom ed. The authors propose

such a hypothesis: ‘Zero-spin-photon generation in

pair-production and itssubsequentdecay into neutrinos

and antineutrinos’.

The riddlesconsidered here areabout:

(1)M ysterious neutrinos (and antineutrinos) and its

bizarreproperties?

(2)Is there a need ofslight asym m etry ofm atter over

antim atter(to explain extrem ely low valueofnucleon to

photon ratio)in early universe?

(3)Possibility ofexistenceofanti-m atterworld?

(4)Parity-violation (and also aboutCP and CPT)?

These riddles could easily be explained with the

‘zero- spin-photon hypothesis’considerations discussed

in this paper. The proposed ‘zero-spin-photon’ is

in fact attributed as a necessary out-com e in pair-

production process as-dem anded-by the second-law-of-
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therm odynam ics. M oreover,since the zero-spin-photon

(boson with velocity c) does not exist in nature, it

m ust be unstable to decay into two sm aller half-spin

particles such as neutrino and antineutrino (ferm ions

with velocity c) conserving the spin. The hypothesis

about ‘zero-spin-photon and its subsequent decay into

half-spin neutrino and antineutrino’,clearly explainsthe

genesis and bizarreness ofneutrinos and solves several

riddles.

II. ZER O -SP IN -P H O T O N G EN ER A T IO N IN

PA IR -P R O D U C T IO N A N D IT S SU B SEQ U EN T

D EC A Y IN T O N EU T R IN O S A N D

A N T IN EU T R IN O S

The authorshave indicated in an earlierpaper[1]the

possibility of low-energy zero-spin-photon (0) genera-

tion from high-energy -ray-photon in pair production

as = e� + e+ + 0.To explain theessenceofthepaper

[1],the re-understanding of‘heat’and ‘work’in view

ofsecond-law-of-therm odynam ics is necessary,which is

explained asfollowsin section II(A).

A . H eat and W ork

Second law oftherm odynam icsim pliesthat‘although

work can be fully converted to heat,but heat can-not

be fully converted to work’. For conversion of heat

(radiation) to work (particle) som e heat m ust go as

waste. E�ciency of ‘work to heat conversion’ could

be = 100% ,but e�ciency of‘heat to work conversion’
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m ust be < 100% . It m ay also be noted/rem em bered

that though heat is considered as a statistical (bulk)

aspect,but therm odynam ics is equally applicable even

for single-photon interactions, as shown and discussed

in the earlierpaper[1].

In therm odynam ic-process ‘heat’ and ‘work’ are

generally obvious, but there are som e m isconcep-

tions too. The so-called ‘heat of a hot- body’, as

per second law of therm odynam ics, is in fact not

‘heat’ but ‘work’ as it is due to vibration/m otion of

atom s/m olecules. In electronic process where usu-

ally ‘energy’-transfer/transition/conversion take place,

recognition of heat and work is even m ore di�cult.

W hat is energy? Is Energy ‘heat’or ‘work’? A little

therm odynam icsconsiderations[1],however,willreveal

thatallenergiessuch aspotentialenergy,kineticenergy,

electrostatic energy, chem ical energy, nuclear energy,

m ass energy m c2 etc. are in a way ‘work’,except the

radiation energy h� which is the real ‘heat’. In fact

‘heat’ is the energy carried by the m ass-less particle

such asphoton radiation waves,whereasenergy carried

by m assive particle is ‘work’. In other words, boson

(Photon) carries the ‘heat’as radiation waves,whereas

ferm ion (electron orferm ion-groupsasatom s/m olecules)

carries ‘work’ as kinetic, potential energy and other

energy ofparticle(s). W ith this understanding thatthe

photon (radiation h�) is ‘heat’ and that the particle

m ass (energy m c2) is work; the two ‘m ass and energy

conversion’ process nam ely - ‘annihilation’ and ‘pair-

production’[2-4]ofelectron and positron arereexam ined

from therm odynam icspointofview,asfollows.

B . A nnihilation and Pair-P roduction

1. Annihilation

A particle(say,electron e� ) and an antiparticle (say,

positron e+ )can annihilate each othergiving two -ray

photonsi.e.,

e
� + e

+ = 2: (1)

The totalm ass energy 1:02 M eV plus kinetic energy of

the particles fully converts 100% to the energy of the

photons. The fullconversion ofwork (m ass energy) to

heat(radiation)iswellperm issible undersecond law of

therm odynam ics;the exact-reverse,however,isnotper-

m issible asdiscussed in nextSection IIB (2)and thisis

the key pointofthispaper.

2. Pair-production and pairs-production

If a -ray of radiation energy (heat) of h� = 1:02

M ev (exactly) could have to produce the electron and

positron pair 2m c2 (work), then it would be 100%

conversion of heat to work against the second law of

therm odynam ics,thusim possible. To save (satisfy)the

validity ofthe second law oftherm odynam ics,a higher

energy (h� > 1:02 M eV) photon is required and that

som e other object such as nucleus is involved in the

pair-production process to carry-away part of initial

photon-energy (and m om entum ), thus only less than

100% photon’senergy (heat)isutilized in producing the

‘electron positron’pair2m c2(work).

(a) Zero-spin-photon hypothesis

The authors propose the hypothesis that: ‘if pair-

production iseverto happen in em pty space (such asin

early universe),then itwould be like  = e� + e+ + 0

giving a zero-spin-photon(0) of low energy out of

the m other -ray photon ofhigh energy ofm ore than

1:02 M eV, in-accordance with second law of therm o-

dynam ics and spin consideration’. The hypothesis of

zero-spin-photon as given in Eq. (2) is a necessity in

pair-production in em pty-space to save (satisfy) the

second law oftherm odynam icsand to conservespin.

 = e
� + e

+ + 0: (2)

Note thatpair-production sim ply as = e� + e+ (spe-

cially in em pty space)istherm odynam ically wrong,thus

notpossible.Thereare,however,fouror�vepossibilities

ofpair-production to save(satisfy)second-law oftherm o-

dynam ics,asfollows:

+ 1 = e
�

+
1

2

+ e
+

+
1

2

+ 0: (3)

� 1 = e
�

� 1

2

+ e
+

� 1

2

+ 0: (4)
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+ 1 = e
�

+ 1
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+ e
+

� 1

2

+ 
0
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2

+ e
+

+ 1

2

+ 
0

+ 1: (6)
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2
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+

� 1

2

+ 
0

� 1: (7)

� 1 = e
�

� 1

2

+ e
+

+
1

2

+ 
0

� 1: (8)

or

+ 1 = e
�

� 1

2

+ e
+

� 1

2

+ 
00

+ 2: (9)

� 1 = e
�

+ 1

2

+ e
+

+ 1

2

+ 
00

� 2: (10)

Depending on the spin considerations; possibilities

given in equations (3) and (4) show em ission of low

energy zero-spin-photon (0), whereas possibilities
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given in equations (5) to (8) show em ission of usual

/norm al (but weaker) spin one photon (
0

) and that

possibilities in equations (9) and (10) indicate the

possible graviton (
00

) em ission. Note that though

process are given in equation (5) to (10) are possible

(single)pair-production,butnotconsidered any further;

whereas the interesting process given in equation (3)

and (4) can lead to (double) pairs-production after

subsequentdecay ofthe zero-spin-photon 0 to neutrino

and antineutrino (Eq.(11))asshown in Figure1 and in

Eq. (12) or (13). Com bination ofthe above equations,

such as = e� + e+ + 0 + 
0

,arealso possible butnot

considered furtherbecause ourconcentration isonly on

Eq. (2)or on (3)and (4)to em phasize the im portance

of0 and itssubsequentdecay via Eq.(11).

FIG .1:Pair-Production and Pairs-Productions

(b) Subsequent decay of zero-spin-photon to

half-spin neutrinos and antineutrinos, m aking

the pair-production as pairs-production

Since the bizarre-looking zero-spin-photons (with

velocity c)are notseen to existin nature,itm usthave

been unstable to decay into two sm aller half-spin par-

ticles such as the known neutrino (�) and antineutrino

(��)(with velocity c)asfollows.

0 = � + ��: (11)

Com bining Eqs. (2) and (11), the equation of pair-

production can be written as

 = e
� + e

+ + � + ��: (12)

which shows that not only one-pair (e� and e+ ) but

two-pairs (e� and e+ , and � and ��) are produced.

The therm odynam ically-valid and spin-conserved pair-

production given in (2)�nally becom espairs-production

(12), as shown in Figure 1. The Eq. (12), if spin-

included,can be re-written as.

� 1 = (e
�

� 1

2

+ e
+

� 1

2

)+ (�� 1

2

+ ��+ 1

2

): (13)

III. T H E R ID D LES R ESO LV ED

A . N eutrino � (antineutrino �� ) and its bizarre

properties such as handedness (helicity) etc.

1. Birth of� and �� and its handedness (helicity)

The m ost m ysterious and elusive ofallparticles are

neutrinosand antineutrinos[5].However,only the basic

and fundam entalaspectsofitare considered here. Itis

notvery m uch clear-why and how these are produced

specially with such left or right handedness and with

bizarrecharacteristics.

It is rem arkable to m ention here that in Eqs. (3)

and (4), the zero-spin-photon 0 is one of the extra

outcom eofpair-production,necessary to savethesecond

law of therm odynam ics. It is also observed from Eq.

(11)thatthiszero-spin-photon (m oving with velocity c)

subsequently decaysinto neutrino and antineutrino (also

m oving with velocitiesc in sam e direction),the birth of

neutrino � (and antineutrino ��),isre-written asfollows

indicating the spins.

0 = �� 1

2

+ ��+ 1

2

: (14)

The reason why one ofthe � is left-handed (spin � 1

2
)

and theother(��)isright-handed (spin + 1

2
)isexplained

as follows. As shown in Figure 2,0 m oves in a direc-

tion with velocity c,and when it decays into neutrinos

and antineutrinosboth m ustm ove in sam e direction to

conserve m om entum and both m ust have spin-rotation

in opposite direction to conservespin.Thusto conserve

m om entum and spin,one(neutrino)isleft-handed (� 1

2
)

and other (antineutrino) is right-handed (+ 1

2
). This is

so-isknown to be true experim entally and isfam ousas

parity-violation [2,5,6].

2. Nom enclature and characteristics

Neutrinos (and antineutrinos) are born out ofdecay

ofthelatentzero-spin-photon 0 asperEq.(11)or(14).

This zero-spin-photon could also be nam ed as m esonic-

photon. Is zero-spin-photon not like ‘G oldstone-boson’

[2]? It seem s,it is so; and ifit is so,it should have

linkagewith Higg’sm echanism [2].

The appropriate nam es of neutrinos and antineu-

trinos could be ‘half-spin-photon’ where half-spin
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FIG .2:Handedness(Helicity)ofNeutrinosand Antineutrinos

im plies� 1

2
forneutrinosand + 1

2
forantineutrinos.The

neutrino (and antineutrino)aliashalf-spin-photon seem s

to have m ixed properties/characteristicsofphoton and

ferm ion. From spin consideration itisferm ion (lepton),

ascom m only believed. Butsince itm oveswith velocity

oflight c,it has characteristic ofphoton. This m ixed

dilem m a is in-fact not a dilem m a but is solution for

m any bizarre properties such as ‘handedness’(helicity)

as just explained ( in Section IIIA(1), Figure 2).

Hence,the neutrino (and antineutrino)could be nam ed

as ‘photon-with-handedness’, or sim ply as ‘ferm ionic-

photon’ which indicates that it has both the aspects

(v = c and spin half) ofphoton and offerm ion. It is

m ore ofa photon that ferm ion,thus appropriate to be

nam ed as ‘ferm ionic-photon’with an optionalpre�x of

leftorrightto show the handednessaslisted in Table-1

(along with som e other fam iliar particles/antiparticles

and its characteristics such as charge, z-com ponent of

spin,handedness,possiblespeed,stability/decay etc.).

E�ciencyof‘heattoworkconversion’in pair-production,

according to second law oftherm odynam ics,would be

lessthan 100% butitcould beashigh as,say 99:9999% ;

thusa -ray photon (with energy h� > 1:02 M eV)could

produce a Zero-spin-photon 0 (of energy � 1 eV),

which subsequently splitsinto tiny (ofm ass� 0:5eV=c2)

particles:neutrino and antineutrino (Figures1 and 2).

High penetrating power of the sharp-tiny (but with

sm allm ass) neutrinos and antineutrinos (m oving with

velocity oflight)could be due to itsunidirectionalspin,

resulting in itsdeep drilling action.

B . Is there a need ofslight asym m etry (excess) of

m atter over antim atter (to explain extrem ely low

value ofnucleon to photon ratio 10�9 ) in the early

universe?

P resent approach:

It is well known that our universe contains m uch

m ore num ber of photons (� 109) for each nucleon.

Thisisexplained in the pastand contem porary physics

[3, 4, 7, 8, 9] as follows. It is assum ed that during

particles-production in theearlyuniversetherewasslight

asym m etry (excess)ofm atteroverantim atteri.e.,m ore

m atterparticles(e.g.,onebillion plusone)wereproduced

as com pared to antim atter particles (one billion). The

one billion ofeach m atter and antim atter particles an-

nihilated to produce two billion photonsleaving behind

onem atterparticle,in each turn.Thustheslightexcess

ofm atterparticlessurvived ultim ately giving riseto our

m atteruniversein which nucleon tophoton ratiois10� 9.

A lternative approach:

Anotherexplanation,however,ispossiblewithoutthe

need of any asym m etry of m atter over antim atter, is

given asfollows.Forit,itisconsidered thatdueto sym -

m etry,in early universe exactly sam e am ountofm atter

and antim atterwereproduced (e.g.,one billion plusone,

foreach).Theonebillion each ofm atterand anti-m atter

annihilated toproducetwobillion photons.O utofthese,

one billion photonswith one m atterparticle every tim e

wentto createm atterworld;whereasonebillion photon

with oneantim atterparticleevery tim ewentto produce

antim atterworld.Thusthere seem sa possibility ofcre-

ation ofantim atterworld.

C . Possibility ofcreation,separation and existence

ofantim atter w orld

Interpretation of Fitch-C ronin experim ent of

K ayon-decay in both w ays: as evidence against

and in-favour-ofexistence ofantim atter-w orld

The present m odel of Big-Bang assum es that there

was a slight excess of m atter (asym m etry-hypothesis)

overantim atterin early universe perhaps1 partin 109.

The alternative possibility (asexplained in the previous

Section III(B )) based on sym m etry-hypothesisis that:

m atter and antim atter were produced in exact-equal

quantity,butlatersom ehow antim atter-world separated

from the m atter-world. There is no (not enough)

evidence either in favour or against the possibility

of sym m etry-hypothesis. There is, however, the key

evidence(Fitch-Cronin experim ent,asreported in [2,10]

in favour of asym m etry-hypothesis is decay of neutral

kaon;butthatisparticularly nota strong evidence and

thatthesam ekaon decay can bereinterpreted otherwise

in favour ofsym m etry-hypothesis as well,explained as

follows.
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Table-1 Som e particles and its characteristics

Particle(sym bol) spin H andedness Speed C ategory D ecay

Electron (e� ) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(lep) stable

Positron (e
+
) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(lep) stable

Proton (p
+
) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(bar) stable

Antiproton(p
�
) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(bar) stable

Neutron(n) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(bar) n = e

� + p
+ + ��

Antineutron(n
0
) (� 1

2
) No 0 � v < c fe(bar) n = e

+
+ p

�
+ �

Photon () (� 1) No v = c bos(ph) stable

Zero-spin-ph(0) (0) No v = c m es-ph 0 = � + ��

Neutrino (�) (� 1

2
) L-handed v = c L-fe-ph stable

Antineutrino(��) (+ 1

2
) R-handed v = c R-fe-ph stable

Here,L,R,ph,fe,bos,lep,m esand barstand forLeft,Right,photon,ferm ion,boson,lepton,m eson and baryon whereas

m es-ph and fe-ph are understood to be read asm esonic-photon and ferm ionic-photon respectively.

Fitch-C ronin experim ent of kaon decay: to-

tality in both-w orlds rather supports possibility

ofantim atter-w orld:

In our m atter-world (as in Fitch-Cronin experim ent

[2, 10] the long-lived neutral kaon kL can decay into

(i) �+ + e� + ��e or (ii) �� + e+ + �e. For supporting

sym m etry-hypothesis both (i) and (ii) should decay

with equalprobability, but it is found (experim ent in

our m atter-word) that probability ofm ode (ii) is very

slightly higher,indicating a possible excessofm atterin

ourm atter-world.Itcan be argued thatifFitch-Cronin

experim ent is done in antim atter-world,the neutralkL
would decay but therein probability in m ode (i) would

be very slightly higher, indicating a possible excess

of antim atter in antim atter-world. Considering both

the m atter-world and antim atter-world in totality, the

whole universe would be perfectly sym m etrical with

equalam ountofm atterand antim atter.Thusitcan be

further argued that the decay of kaon, is not against

antim atter-world,but rather is in its favor ifboth the

m atterand antim atterworldsareconsidered in totality.

Possible creation of both m atter and anti-

m atter w orlds and its separation

In this and next paragraphs it is briey discussed

that how m atter and antim atter worlds were form ed,

and how it separated out. After the big bang for each

109 + 1 m atter-particles, 109 + 1 antim atter particles

were generated. The 109 each from m atter and anti-

m atter annihilated to form photons. The rem ainder

sm allnum berofm atterand antim atterparticlesform ed

the corresponding two worlds. Besides large num ber

ofphotons,m atter world m ainly consist ofproton p+ ,

electron e� ,and neutron (n = p+ + e� + ��);whereasan-

tim atterworld would consistofantiproton p� ,positron

e+ and antineutron n0 (n0 = p� + e+ + �). There

would be large num ber ofneutrinos and antineutrinos

around. But all the free neutrinos � would go along

with m atter sensing (from neutron decay) that as -

if neutron contains its counterpart antineutrinos ��.

Sim ilarly allthe free antineutrinoswould go along with

antim atter. Thatiswhy ourm atter-world containsfree

abundantneutrinos(allleft-handed);antineutrinocom es

out only in neutron-decay or in such weak interactions

indicating parity-violation. Sim ilarly,antim atter world

would contain free abundant antineutrinos; neutrino

would com eoutthereasin antineutron-decay indicating

parity-violation theretoo.

M any physicists don’t deny and som e even agree

to the possibility ofexistence ofantim atter world but

wonder why and how it got separated from our world.

W hy m atter-world and antim atter-world separated

out is di�cult to explain because the reason is not

known. But, possibly, it can be explained as follows.

An alternative novel gravity-theory recently proposed

by G upta [11]explains: how ‘gravity isthe residualnet

electrostatic attraction/repulsion (due to second-order

relativistic e�ect) between the charged-constituent of

otherwise-neutral m atter-atom s’. Interestingly, it is

shown in the paper [11] that Newton’s gravitational

form ula is derivable from Coulom b’s form ula ifapplied

between the constituents ofatom s oftwo bodies and if

specialrelativity considerations are taken into account.

This gravity theory [11] also suggests (predicts) that

though elem entary particles and antiparticles attract

each other but atom s(ofm atter-world)and anti-atom s

(atom s of antim atter-world) would repel each other.

Thisrepulsion between them atterand antim attercould

be the cause ofseparation ofantim atter-world from the

m atter-world!

From Einstein’s gravity theory (G eneral Relativity)-

point of view also, this repulsion of m atter from

antim atter seem s possible, if interpreted as follows.

M atter creates a concave dim ple (valley) around it in

space-tim e fabric. The test-m atter-m ass around this

valley tendsto fallinto the valley,creating an apparent
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gravitationalattraction. To the test-antim atter-m ass,

residing on the other side of the fabric (horizon), the

dim ple (valley) would appear from the other side as a

m ole(hill);hencethetest-antim atter-m asswillfallaway

from the cli�, creating an apparent repulsion between

m atterand antim atter.

D . Parity violation and also about C P and C P T

In Section IIIA(1) it is explained how neutrinos

(and antineutrinos) are born due to decay ofthe zero-

spin-photon as 0 = �� 1

2

+ ��+ 1

2

. Also explained there,

is the fact that why neutrinos are left handed (� 1

2
)

and antineutrinos are right handed (+ 1

2
), both m ove

in sam e direction with spin in di�erent directions to

conserve spin,+ 1

2
+ � 1

2
= 0. Thus allneutrinos (free

and abundantin ourm atterworld)are lefthanded and

allantineutrinos(free and abundantthere in antim atter

world) are right handed. This is full(m axim al) parity

violation (in weak interaction) as observed [2, 5, 6]

experim entally too.

Parity(P),and charge-conjugation(C)taken together,

CP seem swellrestored initially. Butfrom Fitch-Cronin

experim ent[2,10]ofkaon decay,a very sm allCP viola-

tion does seem to occur in m atter world thus favoring

sm allasym m etry asm entioned in Section IIIC . Butin

the sam e section,itisalso argued thatsim ilarviolation

(in otherway)could occurin antim atterworld too again

favoring sm allasym m etry but in opposite way. Thus

in totality (for both worlds considered together) the

sym m etry seem sto be restored/retained.

For tim e-reversalsym m etry (T) there are com pelling

reasonsthat tim e-reversalcan notbe a perfect sym m e-

try,especially in view oftherm odynam ic-irreversibility

(or second law oftherm odynam ics) creating therm ody-

nam ic arrow oftim e [8]. Thus T m ust be violated [12]

even though it m ay be very slight,even un-noticeable.

The slight violation ofCP in each world and slight vi-

olation of T together; could yield TCP restoration in

each world and in totality too. The ‘beauty’ is that

the two slightasym m etries(CP and T violations)m ake

an exact sym m etry (TCP restoration). Nature prefers

sym m etry in the whole universe. The suggested way of

TCP restoration is wellin accordance with the ‘beauti-

ful’TCP theorem [13]which statesthat‘com bined e�ect

ofT,C and P (in any order) is an exact sym m etry of

any interaction’. Briefdescription forquick look ofvio-

lation/Restoration ofP,CP,T and CPT are tabulated

in Table-2 (atappropriatepage).

IV . D ISC U SSIO N

T herm odynam ics and R elativity Linked

Thegeneration ofzero-spin-photon 0 in pair-production

is the inevitable consequence ofsecond law oftherm o-

dynam ics and spin-conservation, as m entioned in the

Section IIB 2(a). Itis also interesting to note,asm en-

tioned in the other paper [1], that diverse phenom ena

such as ‘second law of therm odynam ics (heat-to-work

ratio, e�ciency W

Q 1
= � � 1)’ and ‘special-relativity

(velocity ratio v

c
= � < 1)’are intim ately linked or in

otherwordsare two facesofthe sam e coin. Subsequent

decay of zero-spin-photon 0 (m oving with c) into

neutrino and antineutrino as half-spin-photon (both

m oving with c in the sam e direction) is discussed in

the Section IIB 2(b). The half-spin-photons (ferm ionic-

photons) have dual property of photons (v = c)

and of ferm ions (half spin). It seem s that for both:

zero-spin-photon and half-spin-photon,the key is rela-

tivity(ortherm odynam ics)alongwith spin-conservation.

Super-sym m etry: A new possibility of self-

super-sym m etry

The half-spin-photons alias ferm ionic-photons are

com m only known as neutrinos and antineutrinos.

If the ferm ionic-photon is thought (renam ed) as

ferm ionic-boson,its dualnature(and nam e) rem inds of

super-sym m etry.Super-sym m etry [9]isa novelconcept,

which states that every ferm ion could have its bosonic

partnerand viceversa and isan im portantingredientof

super-stringtheory.Istheneutrino asferm ionic-boson is

super-sym m etric partner ofitself,and the antineutrino

too as ferm ionic-boson is a super-sym m etric partner of

itself? Itopens-up a new possibility ofa particle being

self-super-sym m etric.

E = m c2 re-interpreted

Re-consideration of energy as work or heat as dis-

cussed in Section II(A) indicates that m ass energy

m c2 is like work and radiation energy  is heat. The

fam ous m ass-energy equation E = m c2 needs to be

re-expressed for annihilation and for pair-production

di�erently (as follows) in the light of the second law

of therm odynam ics validity. For annihilation it is as

m c2 = , but for pair-production (Eqs. (3)- (8)) it

should beas = m c2 + 
0

or = m c2 + 0,where and


0

arenorm alspin-onehigh and low energy photonsand

0 isthe low energy zero-spin-photon.

Possible by-products in pair(s)-production

The input ingredient for pair-production is the high

energy -ray photon whereas the output products are

electron and positron with som e possible by-products

such as listed herein: (i) low energy norm al spin-one
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Table-2 V iolation/R estoration ofP,C P,T and C P T

M atterW orld Antim atterW orld W hole universe

containing both

m atterand antim atterworlds

(P) M axim ally violated. M axim ally violated. Parity violation necessary,

Allneutrinosare left, Allneutrinosare right since the lefthanded neutrinosand

free and abundant. handed,free and abundant. righthanded antineutrinosare born

outofdecay ofzero spin-photons.

(CP) Nearly restored but Nearly restoration but Sym m etry ofm atterand

very slightviolation very slightviolation to antim atterin totality,with

suggestsasym m etry(slightexcess) to suggestasym m etry slightviolation ofCP but

ofm atteroverantim atter. (slightexcess)ofm atter di�erently in both worlds.

overantim atter.

(T) Violation(m ay be Violation(m ay be slight) Violation(m ay be slight)

slight)due to therm odynam ic due to therm odynam ic due to therm odynam ic

arrow oftim e. arrow oftim e. arrow oftim e.

(CPT) Restored. Restored. Restored.

photon 
0

(see Eqs. (5)-(8)),(ii)low energy novelzero-

spin photon 0 (m esonic-photon)asin Eqs.(3)and (4),

(iii)the0 decays/splits(Eqs.(11)and (14)and Figures

1 and 2) into half-spin photons (ferm ionic-photons) or

i.e.,into neutrino and antineutrino (� and ��) and (iv)

bi-spin-photon (
00

in Eqs. (9) and (10), possibly as

graviton!).

N eutrinos (and antineutrinos): the three know n

brands and other possible brands

Equations(11) and (14) and Figures 1 and 2 show

how neutrinos and antineutrinos are created. The

zero-spin-photon 0 is born-out in pair-production.

The 0 is,as if,also like a pair ofSiam ese-twins(of�

and ��) joined at hip, which (0) subsequently decays

(splits) into two separate particles � and ��. Before the

split the rotation (spin) is restricted to zero but after

the split these two rotate (spin) in opposite way (see,

Figure 2) while m oving in sam e direction with sam e

velocity c. The � and �� therein (Section IIB (2)) have

been considered, m ainly in reference to understand

how ‘electron-type’ neutrinos and antineutrinos are

born.The sam e conceptm ay,sim ilarly,be extended for

generation of‘m uon-type’and ‘tau-type’neutrinos and

antineutrinos too, but correspondingly higher energy

levelwould be required.

Furtherm ore, it appears that sim ilarly as per Eq.

(12), other brands of neutrinos (and antineutrinos)

such as, say, proton-type or m eson-type could also

be born. But no such brand of it are known. The

reasons for its absence could be that: (i) no one has

cared-for/noticed it,(ii)these probably unstable brands

ofneutrinos(and antineutrinos)m ay have decayed into

the three known stable neutrinos (and antineutrinos),

(iii) its corresponding zero-spin-photon never decayed

to produce such brands and rem ained quiet,thus these

undecayed zero-spin-photons could be still around us

unnoticed but m ay account for m ysterious [9,14]dark

m atter(orpartofit).

H eavier particles synthesis: Elem entary or

C om posite?

The present paper,though capable ofexplaining m any

riddles,seem s speculative at severalplaces. The other

speculativepossibility isthatneutrons(e� + p+ + �� = n)

and antineutrons (e+ + p� + � = ��),are not elem en-

tary particles but com posite particles (as indicated in

the brackets), and are created only after the various

pair-production processes have created its constituent-

ingredients. Sim ilarly, other particles such as pions

(�� + ��� = �� ,�+ + �� = �+ ) could possibly also be

com posite particles. Ifit is so that the heavy particles

arecom positeones,theprim ordialnucleo-synthesishave

to be re-investigated !

A ntim atter W orld

The possibility ofexistence ofantim atter-world and its

separation from m atter-world isdiscussed in som edetails

(in Sections III(B ) and III(C )) with consideration of

equal am ount of m atter and antim atter without any

need ofasym m etry in it. Possible existence ofthe two

worlds (m irror universe) m ay seem speculative, but

is less speculative than that for the m uch-advocated

m ulti-universeorparallel-universesand warped passages

[15].
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P,C P,T and C P T violation/restoration

As m entioned (in section III(D ) and in Table-2);

parity(P) is necessarily m axim ally violated in both

m atter and antim atter worlds. Parity with charge

conjugation (CP)isvery slightly violated butdi�erently

in both worlds. Therm odynam ically essential slight

violation oftim e-reversal(T) indicates therm odynam ic

arrow of tim e. In totality, as well as in each world

separately, CPT is always restored (in agreem ent to

CPT theorem [13]).

The only real asym m etry, separately in both worlds

and in totality as well,is therm odynam ic irreversibility

(violation oftim e-reversal) which is the origin ofther-

m odynam ic arrow oftim e [8]. W ithout it there would

be no past,presentorfuture,hence nothing would exist

or can be perceived. Thus, the key to our-existence

(or anthropic principle [16] ) is the ‘second law of

therm odynam ics’.

V . C O N C LU SIO N S

Second law oftherm odynam ics seem s to be the key

to m any secretes of physics and universe. As shown,

the second law of therm odynam ics (with spin conser-

vation)‘dem ands’generation ofa low energy zero-spin-

photon 0 in pair-productionas = e� + e+ + 0.This0,

being unstable,decays/splitsinto neutrino and antineu-

trino. This neutrino-genesisnot only solvesm any m ys-

teriesofneutrinosand antineutrinosbutalso explainsa

few riddlesofphysicsand universe.Thenovelconceptof

‘generation ofzero-spin-photons in pair-production and

its subsequent decay into neutrinos and antineutrinos’

could open new avenues and vistas for search oftruth

in wide�eldsranging from particle-physics[17]to astro-

physicsand cosm ology [18].
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